What’s Your Spiritual Type?
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This quiz is part of our Leadership Application Form and is meant to help you learn about yourself, see
how you compare with others, and have a little fun. Fill in the circle of the answer that is most nearly
true for you.

1. At the beach, you’d be more likely to:
O Rent a surfboard and take surfing lessons from a pro
O Buy an inexpensive boogie board at the surf shop and invite your friends to play in the waves with you
O Round up a bunch of kids and teach them how to body surf
O Swim out beyond the breakers and float in the gentle, just-forming waves

2. Your idea of a good meeting is one that:
O Includes plenty of time for networking with other people there
O There are no good meetings
O Starts on time and covers everything on the publicized agenda
O Ends with a concrete plan of action

3. Which best describes what you like most about school?
O Learning about people who have made a difference in the world
O The interaction with teachers and other students
O A chance to understand yourself more clearly
O The intellectual challenge

4. Your ideal day with friends would include:
O Time to sit quietly and talk
O A full schedule of planned activities
O Working together on a community project
O Spontaneously deciding on something fun to do

5. Which of these careers appeals most to you?
O College professor
O Community activist
O Cruise ship director
O Web page designer

6. If lost in a jungle, your first impulse would be to:
O Be still until you sensed which way to go
O Yell for others
O Study the map
O Take out your machete and start hacking

7. Which comes most naturally to you?
O Doing
O Thinking
O Feeling
O Intuition

8. During a storm, a huge tree is blown over and smashes down onto your
car. You:
O Warn your neighbors to move their cars away from other large trees in the neighborhood
O Think of how you could have known the tree was weakened
O Envision what your new car will look like
O Hug your family or friends and cry

9. You’re in the 10-items-or-less express lane at the grocery store, when you
notice the person ahead of you has at least 50 items in his cart. You are
most likely to:
O Tap him on the shoulder and gently suggest he move to another lane
O See it as an opportunity to browse the magazines in the checkout rack
O Turn to the person in line behind you and start a conversation
O Check the other lanes and mentally calculate if it will be quicker to move to one of them

10. The song title that best describes you is:
O O Happy Day
O Alone Again (Naturally)
O Ain’t Misbehavin’
O If I Had a Hammer

11. You got a new job and you need wheels pronto. The most important
feature you’ll look for in a car is:
O Reliability
O Color
O Design
O Fuel efficiency

12. You’ve just met the love of your life. To show them how you feel about
them, you surprise him or her with:
O A balloon bouquet
O Tickets to a concert that benefits a worthy cause
O A long handwritten letter
O Homemade dinner by candlelight

13. Your favorite spot to eat out is most likely:
O An inexpensive natural foods café
O A quiet and cozy little bistro
O An award-winning international cuisine restaurant
O A trendy and crowded bar and grill

14. The best part of a church service for you is:
O Quiet
O Ministry reports from the field
O Sermon
O Music

15.The Peanuts character you most identify with is:
O Joyful Snoopy
O Change-agent Lucy
O Searching Charlie Brown
O Analytical Linus

Thank you for completing What’s Your Spiritual Type. We will share the results
with you in your Leadership interview.

